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Fragments and Automorphisms of Infinite Graphs 
H. A. JUNO AND M. E. WATKINS 
Es werden unendliche Graphen untersucht, die sich durch endliche trennende Mengen in 
mindestens zwei unendliche Teile zerlegen lassen. Dabei wird insbesondere der Frage nach-
gegangen, wie sich die Zusammenhangsstruktur und die Struktur der Automorphismengruppe 
wechselseitig beeinflussen. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Koo(T) denote the least cardinality of a vertex set which separates two infinite 
subsets of the vertex set of the connected graph r. Infinite sets A and B which are 
separated by a finite setS were called fragments in [6] if lSI= Koo(T) and the set Au BuS 
comprises all vertices of r. 
In the present paper we study graphs with K 00(T) < oo, emphasizing the question how 
the connectivity structure of r and the structure of the automorphism group of r influence 
each other. 
In sections 2 and 3 we present notation and basic results about fragments. In section 
4 we investigate vertex-transitive graphs having many 'ends' in the sense of Halin [3]. In 
the final section 5 a class of 'two-ended' graphs, called strips, is investigated. 
The second author wishes to thank the Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst for 
living expenses and Syracuse University for a travel grant enabling him to spend May-June, 
1980, in Berlin, where the collaboration on this paper took place. 
2. NoTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The symbols 7L and 7L+ will denote the set of integers and the set of positive integers, 
respectively. 
Capital Greek letters will be reserved for graphs and lower case Greek letters will 
denote functions, usually permutations of the vertex set of a graph. Capital Latin letters 
will be used both for groups and for sets of vertices of a graph. Vertices will be denoted 
by lower case Latin letters. Three symbols will henceforth be understood to have the 
following meanings. r will always denote an infinite simple graph, V will denote its 
vertex set, and A(T) will denote its automorphism group. 
We emphasize use of the following convention: when S and T are sets, S c T will 
mean Ss; T and S¥ T. 
If G 1 and G2 are groups, then G 1 * G2 denotes the free product of G1 with G2 • 
Given r and S c V, then I'\S denotes the subgraph of r obtained by removing from 
r all the vertices in S and all edges incident with any vertex in S. To say that S is 
connected means that S induces a connected subgraph of r. To say that the subset A of 
Vis a component of I'\S means that A is the vertex set of a component of I'\S. We will 
have no need for subgraphs of r other than those induced by subsets of V. 
If C c V, then ac denotes the set of vertices adjacent to at least one vertex in C which 
are not themselves in C, and C = V\( C u a C). One easily sees that for C, D c V, we have 
AC s; A C. c s; C, a( c n D) s; ac u aD, and c n D 2 (; u D. 
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If r is connected, S c V, and T\S is not connected, then S is said to be a separating 
set of r. Following [6] we define 
K1(F)=min{!BF!: Fe V;O<!FI<oo; F~ 0} 
and 
Kco(F) = min{!BF!: F and F are infinite subsets of V}. 
By convention, we write K1(T) = oo or K00(T) = oo if the corresponding minimum is taken 
over an empty subset, and we understand n < oo for all n E 7L. Thus the usual connectivity 
of a connected graph r is min{K1(F), Kco(F)}. 
A fragment of r in this paper (a departure from [6]) will be understood to be an infinite 
subset F of V such that F is also infinite and !oF!= Kco(F) < oo. IfF is a fragment, then 
clearly aF = aF and F =F. 
We will have need for the following two results from [6, Theorem 2 and Corollary 2A]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F1 and F2 be fragments of r. If F1 n F2 and F1 n F2 are both 
infinite, then they both are fragments. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If Fl and F2 are fragments of r, then either 
(a) F 1 n F2 and F1 n F2 are fragments, or 
(b) F 1 n F2 and F1 n F2 are fragments. 
The distance between vertices x, y E V will be denoted by d(x, y). If S, Tc V, then 
d(S, T) = min{d(x, y): xES; yET}. 
The diameter of S is given by 
diam(S) = max{d(x, y): x, yES} 
and may be a non-negative integer or oo. 
T is locally finite if every vertex has finite valence. In a locally finite graph, if S s; V 
and S is finite, then the set 
Vk(S) = {x E V; d(x, S) = k} 
is finite for all k = 0, I, .... 
Suppose C s; V where C is infinite and aC is finite. If r is connected and no component 
of nac is infinite, then c must be the disjoint union of infinitely many finite components 
of T\aC. Hence some vertex in ac has infinite valence. Thus 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let r be locally finite and connected. If cis infinite and ac is finite, 
then C contains an infinite component of T\aC. In particular, ifF is a fragment of r, then 
F and F each contain at least one connected fragment. 
The following result is elementary; we include a proof for completeness. The basic 
idea is carried further in [3 ( cf. Theorem 4)]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let u E A( F) and u[S] op S for every non-empty finite set S c V. Then 
u[ U] c U for some set U c V. If r is locally finite then the converse also holds. 
PROOF. If u fixes no finite set, let x E V and consider the sequence x, u(x), u 2(x), .... 
If ui(x) = uj(x) for some i ~ j, then uj-i(x) = x, and the orbit containing x is a finite set 
fixed by cr. Hence U = {ui(x): i = 0, I, ... } is infinite and u[ U] c U. 
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Conversely, suppose that <T[S] = S for some non-empty finite set S while <T[ U] c U for 
some set U c V. Let x E U\<T[ U] and define H ={y E U: d(y, S) = d(x, S)}. Then {<T;(x): i E 
;r} is an infinite subset of H. But H is a finite set if r is locally finite. 
We close this section with the following elementary result. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let C be a subset of V such that 0 < jaej < oo and T\C is connected. If 
<f>[aC] s;; C for some 4> E A(T), then Cis infinite and either 
(a) 4>[ C] c C, or 
(b) <f>[V\C]s;;Cand V\Cs;;<f>[C]. 
PROOF. Since nc is a connected subgraph of T\<f>[aC], we have V\C <;; <f>[C] or 
V\C s;; <f>[C]. In the first case <f>[V\C]s;; C by complementation. In the second case 
4>[ C u aC] s;; C by complementation. In both cases C must be infinite. 
3. IMAGES OF COMPONENTS AND FRAGMENTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let r be connected, and let C be a subset of V such that 0 < jaej < oo 
and T\C is connected. Suppose <T[aC]s;; C and <T[C]¢ Cfor some <TE A(T). Then <Tk[aC]n 
( C u a C) ,e 0 for all k E Z. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.5 we have V\C s;; <T[C]. Hence <T- 1[C]¢ C. Therefore it suffices 
to prove the theorem for k ~ 0. Suppose the claim to be false, and with the abbreviation 
S = aC, let k be the least positive integer such that <Tk[S]n (S u C)= 0. By hypothesis, 
k ~ 2. We first show 
(*) 
Every path from <T[S] to <Tk[S] contains some vertex of S. Since <T[S] n S = 0, we have 
the strict inequality 
d(<T[S], <Tk[S])> d(<T[S], S):= d0• 
If(*) fails, then every path from <Tk- 1[S] to <Tk[S] contains some vertex of S. Hence 
d0 = d( <Tk[S], <Tk- 1[S]) ~ d( <Tk- 1[S], S) 
= d(<Tk[S], <T[S]) 
> d(<T[S], S)= d0, 
which is absurd. This proves (*), from which we get 
<Tk[S] ¢ <T[S u C]. 
Hence <Tk[S] meets <T[V\C], which is contained inC by Lemma 2.5. Thus <Tk[S]n C ;6 0, 
contrary to assumption. 
If C is a set of vertices of an infinite connected graph r of which ac is a separating 
set, and if <T E A(T) maps ac into C, then intuitively speaking, as we have seen in Lemma 
2.5, <T either shoves C further into itself or it pivots r around. The preceding theorem 
tells us that in the latter case all successive images and preimages of aC under <T must 
remain in the immediate vicinity of C u a C. The remaining two results of this brief section 
describe what happens when it is known that some positive power of(]" does shove c u ac 
into C. First it is shown that any vertex of r can eventually be mapped, by successive 
powers of <T, arbitrarily far into C and then be kept there forever. Moreover, if C is a 
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fragment, then all positive powers of u map C into itself, modulo a finite subset. Clearly 
if u;[ C] c C for some i > 0, then urn; has the same property for all m > 0. One significance 
of this result is that the property of mapping C into itself is not a periodic phenomenon 
with period i, but indeed must occur for all but finitely many positive powers of u; even 
for the exceptions it occurs modulo only a finite subset of C. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let r be connected. Let 0 ;6 c c v and u E A( F). Suppose that ui[ c u 
oC] £: C for some i E z_+. Then for any X E V and n E 7L.+ there exists an integer k = k(x, n) 
such that uj(x)E C and d(uj(x), aC)> n whenever j~ k. Thus all orbits of u are infinite. 
PROOF. We first show that the Lemma holds if X E c u a c. Let 
d0 = max{d(x, u'(x)): O:o;; r < i}, 
and let k = (d0 +n + l)i. Letj ~ k and write j = qi +r, where O:o;; r< i. Since uq;(x)E C for 
all q E z+, we have 
d( uqi+r(x), a C)~ d( uq;(x), a C)- d( uqi(x), uqi+'(x)) 
~ q -d(x, u'(x))~ q -d0 
~n+l-r/i>n. 
It remains only to show that if x E C then uP(x) E C u ac for some p E Z; then the 
lemma holds with k replaced by k + p. Suppose on the contrary that uP(x) E C for all 
p E Z and suppose that x has been chosen with this property so that d(x, a C) is minimal. 
Then 
d(x, aC) = d(u;(x), utaC])> d(u;(x), a C). 
But uP(u;(x))E C for all q, contrary to our minimality assumption. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let r be connected. Let c be a fragment of rand let u E A(F). Suppose 
that u;[ C u aC] £: C for some i E Z. Then, for any finite non-empty set J c Z, the set 
njEJ Uj[C] is a fragment. 
PROOF. We may assume i>O; otherwise we replace u by u- 1 and C by C. Let a 
finite set J c Z and x E V be given. By Lemma 3.2, the sequence x, u(x), u 2(x), ... consists 
of distinct vertices, and for each j E J, all but finitely many of them belong to uj[ C]. 
Hence D=njEJ uj[C] is infinite. . _ _ 
For r=u-t, we have from the hypothesis by complementation that r'[CuaC]£ C. By 
t~e same argument as agove, n-jEJ rj[CJ=njEJ uj[C] is infinite, and it is contained in 
D. 
One shows straightforwardly by induction on III, using Proposition 2.1, that D and i5 
are fragments. 
4. CoNNECTED GRAPHS CoNTAINING MANY DISJOINT FRAGMENTS 
We will have recourse to the following result from [5]: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For each vertex-transitive subgroup G of A(F) and each fragment C 
of r there exist u E G such that u[ C u aC] £: C. 
Notice that u[CuaC]£ C implies d(u"[aC], aC)~ n for all n EZ+ provided ac ¥- 0. 
For the purposes of the lemma and the theorem of this section, we define a pair ( C1, C2) 
of fragments of r to be useful if C 1 n C2 is finite (possibly empty) while C1 n C2 is infinite. 
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If (C~o C2) is useful we define 
a*(C~o Cz)=n{a(F\ n Fz): (F~o Fz) is useful; C1 s; F~o Czs; Fz}. 
It is immediate that if ( C~o C2) is useful, then 
a*( C~o C2) s; o( C1 n Cz). 
Thus a*(C~o C2) has at most 2Kco(F) elements. Moreover, if (D~o D 2) is useful, C1 s; D~o 
and C2 s; D2, then a*( C~o C2) s; a*(D1, D2). These elementary properties of useful pairs 
will be exploited frequently in the proofs below. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let r be connected and contain a finite set S such that F\S has at least 
three infinite components. If r contains at most two disjoint fragments, then for any useful 
pairs ( C~o C2) and (D~o D2) with ja*( C~o C2)j maximal, it holds that C1 n C2 n a*(D~o D2) = 
0. 
PROOF. By hypothesis, Kco(F)<oo. By the hypothesis and Proposition 2.1, for any 
two fragments A and B of r, only the first and the second or only the third and the 
fourth of the sets An B, An B, An B, An B are also fragments. 
Let (D~o D 2) be an arbitrary useful pair and let B be any fragment. If B s; D1 n 152 , we 
would have the three disjoint fragments B, D 1 n D2 and 151 n D2 • If B n D 1 and B n D2 
are fragments, then by Proposition 2.1, B n D 1 n 152 is a fragment, disjoint from B n D2 
and B, contrary to the hypothesis. Similarly, if B n 15, and B n 152 are fragments, then 
B n 151 n D2, B n D2, and Bare three disjoint fragments. Hence by Proposition 2.2, exactly 
one of B n D 1 and B n D2 is a fragment. 
We now assume that the useful pair ( C~o C2) has been chosen so that Jo*( C~o C2)1 is 
maximal, and let (D~o D2) be any useful pair. By the argument in the previous paragraph 
we may assume that C, n D, is a fragment and that C 1 n D 2 is not a fragment. Similarly, 
C2 n D 1 is not a fragment. Proposition 2.2 and all the above arguments yield that the 
following are also fragments: c, (\ 15], c, (\ 152, Cz (\ 151> c2 (\ Dz, c2 (\ Dz. 
Case I: C1 n 151 n 152 i~ infinite. We assert that ( C, u D2) n D 1 is finite, for otherwise 
both C1 n 151 and C1 n D, would be infinite and hence fragments, by Proposition 2.1, 
which are disjoint from each other and from the third fragment C, n D,. Hence the pair 
(C1 u D2, D 1) is useful. Thus 
. o*(D~. D2) s; o*(D" cl u Dz) s; a(i5, (\ cl (\ 152) s; c, u ac], 
and so C 1 n a*(D~o D2) = 0 as required. 
Case 2: C2 n 15, n 152 is infinite. We assert that ( C2 u D,) n D2 is finite, for otherwise 
one obtains by an argument similar to that in Case I that C2 n D2, C2 n 152 and C2 n 15z 
are three disjoint fragments. Thus ( C2 u D~o D 2) is useful, and so 
o*(D,, D 2) s; a*(C2 u D 1, D 2) s; o(C2 n D1 n 152) s; Cz u ilC2. 
Therefore, C2 n iJ*(D~. D2) = 0, as required. 
Case 3: cl (\ Cz (\ 151 (\ 152 is infinite. (Clearly these three cases are exhaustive.) Since 
C, n 152 is infinite while C, n D2 is not a fragment, we infer by Proposition 2.2 that 
C, n D2 is finite. Hence the pair ( C1 u D 1, C2 u D2) is useful. Since a*( C1, C2) u 
a*(D~o D2)s; ii*(C1 u D~. C2 u D2) and since ja*(C~o C2)j is maximal, we must have 
a*(D~o Dz)£ o*(C1, Cz)£ il(C1 n Cz). 
Thus cl (\ Cz (\ a*(D,, Dz) = 0. 
DEFINITION. A connected graph r is called a strip if there exists a connected set 
C £ V and an automorphism 4J E A( F) such that 0 < jaCj < oo, c/J[ C u aC] £ C, and 
C\cfJ[C] is finite. 
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Strips form an interesting class of 'two-ended' graphs, in the sense of Halin [3]. Their 
properties will be investigated in the final section of this paper. 
The next theorem is related to Theorem I 0 in [3] which says that by imposing certain 
symmetry conditions on r one obtains infinitely many ends. Although our symmetry 
condition is more restrictive than Halin's, we are thereby able to deduce a stronger 
conclusion. 
THEOREM 4.3. .f-et r be connected and vertex-transitive with Kco(F) <co, and suppose 
that r is not a strip. Then r contains an infinity of pairwise-disjoint fragments. 
PROOF. Since Koo(F) <co, the graph r has at least two disjoint fragments, say c and 
C. We first show by construction that r contains at least three disjoint fragments. 
By Proposition 4.1, there exists 4> E A(F) such that 4>[ C u aC] c C. Since r is not a 
strip, C\4>[C] and hence C n 4>[C] is infinite. Useful pairs exist in r, since (4>[C], C) is 
such a pair. Also F\S has three infinite components where S = ac u 4>[aC]. Choose the 
useful pair (Ct. C2) so that ja*( Ct. C2)j is maximal. 
If a*( Ct. C2) ~ 0, we may pick x E a*( Ct. C2) and u E A( F) such that u(x) E C, n Cz. 
Then 
and so by Lemma 4.2, r has at least three disjoint fragments. 
Now suppose that a*(D1, D 2) = 0 for every useful pair (D1, D 2) in r, and write 
a( C, n C2) = {x1, x2 , ••• , Xn}. Since a*( C, n C2) = 0, there exists a useful pair (D1, D 2) such 
that C, £ Dt. C2 £ D2 and x 1, x2 , ••. , Xm ~ a(D1 n D2) for some m with 1 <S m <S n. If m < n 
and Xm+l E a(D1 n D2), then since a*(D1, D 2) = 0, there exists a useful pair (E1, E2) such 
that D, £ E,, Dz£ Ez and Xm+l ~ a(E, n Ez). We have x,, Xz, ... ' Xm+l E E, n Ez since 
E, n E2 £ D, n D2 £ C, n C2 • 
In this manner we obtain by at most n iterations a useful pair (F1, F 2) such that C 1 £ F,, 
C2 £ F2 , and a(C1 u C2)£ F, n F2• 
Let d0 = diam(aC, u aC2). By at most 3d0 iterations of the entire process described 
above, beginning the first iteration with (F1, F2) in place of ( C,, C2), we eventually obtain 
a useful pair (G,, G2) such that C, £ G,, C2 £ G2, and d(a(GI n 0 2), a(C1 n C2))~ 3d0 • 
Let yEa( c, n Cz). Pick T E A(F) such that r(y) E a; n Gz. Since a( c, n Cz) £ ac, u aCz, 
we have r[aC, uDC2]£ C, n C2 and d(r[ac, uaC2], a(C1 n C2))>2d0 ; hence d(r[aC, u 
aCz], ac, u aCz) >do. If there exists z E (aC, u aCz) n T[ C,], then d(z, r[aC,]) >do. Thus 
ac, u ac2 £ r[ C,], and moreover c, u Cz £ T[ C,]. If no such z exists, then ac, u ac2 £ 
T[ c,], and hence c, u Cz £ T[ CtJ. Therefore the two fragments c, n Cz and Cz n c, are 
disjoint from the third fragment r[ C1] in the first case and from r[ C,] in the second case. 
Suppose now that k ~ 3 pairwise-disjoint fragments C,, C2, ... , Ck have been construc-
ted, and let d, = diam(aC, u · · · u aCk)· By virtue of Proposition 4.1 there exists u E A( F) 
such that u[Ck]c Ck and d(au[Cd, aCk)> d1• This assures that u[aC, u · · · u aCk]c Ck. 
If u[C;]cCk for all i=1,2, ... ,k, then C 1, ••• ,Ck-t. u[C,], ... ,u[Cd are pairwise-
disjoint fragments. If u[ C;] ¢. Ck for some i <S k, then i ~ k and aCk c u[ C;] since Ck u ack 
is connected and hence a subset of u[C1] or u[C1]. In this case i is uniquely determined, 
say i = 1, and the 2( k- 1) > k fragments C,, ... , Ck-l, u[ C2], ••• , u[ Cd are disjoint. In 
either case, using u 2 in place of u, one can continue the construction. Notice that at each 
stage the last fragment of the sequence contains at least two fragments in the next sequence. 
We call a set of fragments strongly-disjoint if ( C u a C) n (D u aD)= 0 for any two 
fragments C, D of this set. 
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CoROLLARY 4.4. Let r be connected and vertex-transitive with Kro(F) < oo, and suppose 
that r is not a strip. Then each fragment ofF contains an infinity of strongly-disjoint fragments. 
PROOF. Let c be a fragment of r. We note first that, given pairwise-disjoint fragments 
D~o D2, ••• , Dk, there exist pairwise-disjoint fragments C~o C2, ••• , Ck such that Ck s:::: C 
and { C~o C 2 , ••• , Ck_ 1} s:::: {D~o D 2 , ••• , Dd. This trivially holds if one of the sets C n D; 
contains a fragment as a subset. Otherwise k- l applications of Proposition 2.1 yield that 
C n D1 n · · · n i5k is a fragment Ck, which, of course, is disjoint from D~o D2, ••• , Dk. 
Secondly, if D~o D 2, D 3 are pairwise-disjoint fragments, then using Proposition 4.1 we 
can find fragments C~o C2 , C3 such that C; u iJC; s:::: D; fori= 1, 2, 3. 
By Theorem 4.3 and in view of the previous paragraph we can start the construction 
with strongly-disjoint fragments C~o C2 , C3 where C3 s:::: C. If strongly-disjoint fragments 
c I' c2 •... ' ck are given and k :;;,: 3' then the procedure in the proof of Theorem 4.3 yields 
a sequence Ct. C2, ••• , Ck-~> Dk, ... , De of strongly-disjoint fragments where 2(k -1) ~ e 
and Dk, ... , De are subsets of Ck. From this the claim follows. 
5. STRIPS 
Let 1: be a strip with vertex set V, and let cfJ E A( .I). In accord with the definition of a 
strip, let C be chosen so that cp[ C u aC] s:::: C and C\cp[ C] = R is finite. 
We have cfJ[iJC] s:::: R and iJR s:::: ac u ( cp( C] n aR). Since ¢ 2( C] u iJ¢ 2[ C] s:::: cp( C], no 
vertex in R is adjacent to any vertex in ¢ 2[ C], and hence 
(5.1) 
Next we prove 
C() 
V= U cfJtRJ. (5.2) 
i=~oo 
L~t x E V and d(x, iJC) = k. We have x e cp;[C] for all i:;;,: k + 1, since d(y, iJC):;;,: i for 
all f E cfJ ;[ C u aC]. By Lemma 3.2 there exists j E 7L such that cpj(x) E C, that is, x E cfJ -j[ C]. 
Hence there exists a largest integer i such that x E cfJ ;[ C]. Thus x E cp;[ C]\c/Ji+I[ C] = cfJ ;[ R], 
and equation (5.2) holds. Clearly the sets cfJ ;[R] are pairwise-disjoint. By (5.1 ), d( cfJ ;[R], 
cpi+ 1[R]) = 1 for all i E 7L. Continuing the above notation, we proye. 
LEMMA 5.3. If 1: is a strip then the valences in 1: have a finite upper bound, Kco(l:) < oo, 
and 1:\S has at most two infinite components for any finite S c V. 
PRooF. Using relationships (5.1) and (5.2) we obtain the upper bound 3IRI-1 for the 
valences in .I. 
By definition C in infinite. Also C is infinite, since C c V\ C s:::: V\cp[ C u iJC] = cp[ C]. 
Thus Kco(.I) ~ jaCI < oo. 
Let a finite set Sc V be given. Then ScU~=-k cp;[R] for some integer k. If;:;;,: k+1 
and if cfJ ;[ R] did not lie wholly in some component of 1:\S, then for some x, y E cfJ ;[R] 
one would have 
Abbreviating i5 = diam R, we infer that if i:;;,: k + i>, then cfJ ;[ R] lies wholly in some 
component of 1:\S, and therefore U~=k+s cp;[R] lies wholly in some component of 1:\S. 
In a similar manner, one derives that U~:=! cp;[R] lies wholly in some component of 
1:\S. It now follows from equation (5.2) that 1:\S has at most two infinite components. 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let 1: be a strip, and letS be a finite subset of V. Then there exist numbers 
nt. n2 , k0 , and for all kEZ+ a decomposition Vk(S)= VLUVk such that 
(a) IVk(S)I:;:;; n1; 
(b) diam V~:;:;; n2(i = 1, 2); and 
(c) d(Vl, Vk)~2(k-k0). 
PROOF. With the above notation continued, one can find n0 EZ.+ and then k 0 EZ+ 
such that Ss;U7!-n <f>;[RJs;U~o~o Vk(S). For k~l, let VL= Vk(S)nU""' 1 <f>"[R] and 
Vk = Vk(S)\ VL. For ~orne m, n E z+ with m:;:;; n, let y E VL n <f>m[R] and z E VL n <f>"[R]. 
If k > k0 , one can also pick wE <f>m[R] on a path of length k from z to S. Let 8 = diam R. 
Thus 
d ( S, w) + n - m :;:;; d ( S, w) + d ( w, z) 
= d ( S, z) = k = d ( S, y) 
:;:;; d ( s, w) + d ( w, y) 
:;:;; d(S, w) +8. 
We infer n- m:;:;; 8 and 
n 
d(y, z):;:;; I diam cf/[R] = (n- m + 1)8:;:;; (8 + 1)8. 
i=m 
The argument for Vi is similar. We note that the right-hand sides of these two inequalities 
are independent of k. 
If now m, n represent the least and the greatest values, respectively, of i such that 
VL n <f> ;[R] ~ 0, then for all k > k0 , 
tcU" ; Vk- ;~m<f>[R] 
and so IVLI:;:;;IRI(n-m+l):;:;;IRI(8+1). Similarly IVii:;:;;IRI(o+l), and one may let 
and 
n2 =max{{diam Vk(S): O:;:;; k:;:;; ko}u{8(8 + 1)}}. 
A path II from VL to Vk for k > k0 must contain a vertex x E R. Since d(x, S):;:;; k0 , 
each of the two subpaths of II joined at x has at least k- k0 edges. Hence d ( Vl, Vi)~ 
2(k- k0). 
LEMMA 5.5. Let 1: be a strip and a- E A( I) all of whose orbits are infinite. Let A, B be 
infinite subsets of V such that (An B) u ilA u aB is finite. Then there exists some number j 0 
such that 
(a) crj[AuilA]s;Aandcr-j[BuaB]<:;Bforallj~j0, or 
(b) cr-j[A u a A] s; A and crj[B u aB] s; B for all j ~ j 0 • 
PROOF. By the hypothesis and Proposition 2.3, there exist disjoint infinite connected 
sets At£ A\B and B 1 <::; B\A such that aA 1 u ilB1 is a finite subset of S = V\(A 1 u B 1). By 
Lemma 5.3, Sis finite. Set k0 = diam Sand U = Uk"'k Vk(S). Thus d(A 1 \ U, B1\ U)> k0 • 
. . 0 . 
Since cr'(x) ~ a-1(x) for all x E V whenever i ~ j, we have U n a-1 [S] = 0 for all but finitely 
many j E Z. If U n crj[S] = 0, then crj[S] s; A1 or crj[S] s; B1; moreover, S s; crj[A 1] or 
Ss;crj[B 1]. 
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Writing 7 = ui, assume U n 7[S] = 0. If 7[S] ~At. we will show that 7[A 1] ~ A 1• 
Otherwise 7[Ad n S 7"" 0 and so S ~ 7[A 1]. This would imply 7[Bd ~At. since then the 
connected set 7[B1 u aBJ) would have to meet A 1• 
Let C=B1 and suppose 7[A 1]¢A 1• Since C~A1 uS and aC~BB1 ~S, we have 
7[BC] ~ 7[S] ~ A 1 ~C. From 7[Bd ~ A 1 ~ C, it follows that 7[ C] <l: C, for otherwise V = 
7[A 1 uB1 uS]~7[C]uCuA 1 =C. Since V\C=B 1 uBB1 is connected, we can apply 
Theorem 3.1 to obtain that 7;[aC]n(CuaC)7"" 0 for all iEZ. Since 7 has no finite 
orbits, we infer that 7;[aC] ~ A 1 for all but finitely many i E l.. Hence 7;[aC] ~ A 1 n 7[A 1] 
for all but finitely many i E l. and so A 1 n 7[A 1] is infinite. Since each vertex in each of 
the sets A,, 7[B1] and A 1 n 7[A 1] has neighbors only in the set itself and in Su 7[S], the 
set A1 n 7[Ad is finite by Lemma 5.3, a contradiction. Thus 7[S]c A1 implies 7[A 1 uS]~ 
A1• By symmetry, 7[S]c B1 implies 7[B1 uS]~ B1• 
By complementation, ui[A 1 uS]~ A1 is clearly equivalent to u-i[B1 uS]~ B1• If Tis 
a finite subset of V containing Sand if utA 1 uS]~ A 1 for some i E z+, then, by Lemma 
3.2, ui[A 1 u T] ~ A1 for all sufficiently large j, and the lemma follows. 
Automorphisms having only infinite orbits are called 'automorphisms of type 2' in [3]. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let I be a strip and u E A( I). Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) u has infinite order; 
(b) some orbit of u is infinite; 
(c) all orbits of u are infinite; 
(d) u has only finitely many orbits. 
PROOF. The implications (d)::::}(b)=>(a) are trivial and hold for all infinite graphs. 
To prove (a)::::}(c), assume that S is a finite orbit of u. Since Sis a fixed set of u, so 
is Vk(S) for each k E z+. This means that the partition { Vk(S): k E z+} of Vis refined by 
the partition consisting of all orbits of u. It follows from Lemma 5.4(a) that there exists 
a common upper bound for the lengths of the orbits of u. Hence u has finite order. 
I~ remains to prove (c)=>( d). Let all orbits of u be infinite, and let C be a fragment of 
I. then, by Lemma 5.5, we have ui[ C u aC] ~ C for some j E l.. By Lemma 5.3, C\ui[ C] 
is finite. Writing 4> = ui and R = C\c:f>[C], we can apply (5.2). Since ui has IRI orbits, u 
has at most IRI/UI orbits. 
CoROLLARY 5.7. Let D be a fragment of the strip I. If u E A(I) has infinite order, then 
u;[Du aD]~ D for some iE l.. 
PROOF. By the preceding theorem, u has only infinite orbits. Application of Lemma 
5.5 with A= D and B = jj proves the corollary. 
THEOREM 5.8. If I is a strip then no subgroup of A(I) is the direct product l. 2 or a 
nontrivial free product except possibly the dihedral group Doo = Z2 * l.2• 
PROOF. If A(I) were to contain a nontrivial free product, then it would contain a 
free product (u) * ( 7) of cyclic groups for some u, 7 E A( I). In this case, let a= 7U7 and 
{3 = U7U7U. If 72 7"" e, the identity automorphism, then a and {3 freely generate a free 
subgroup of (u) * ( 7). (Cf. [8, page 46, Problem 20a].) Thus if A( I) contains a nontrivial 
free product other than Doo, then A(I) contains a subgroup isomorphic to l. * l.. 
Suppose now that A( I) contains a subgroup isomorphic to l.2 or l. * l.. Either of these 
subgroups is generated by a pair of automorphisms a, {3 E A( I) of infinite order such 
that (a)n({3)={e}. It follows from Theorem 5.6 that some orbit of a must meet some 
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orbit of {3 in at least two vertices x and y. Thus there exist nonzero i and j such that 
a;(x) = y = {3j(x). Since {3-jai E Ax(.l"), it must have finite order by Theorem 5.6. Buts is 
the only element of (a, {3) having finite order. Thus a;= {3j = s contrary to assumptions. 
REMARK. Godsil and McKay [2] defined a connected graph r to have dimension d 
if there exist real numbers a 1 and a2 such that for all k E 71_+ 
k 
a 1 kd~ I jV;(x)j~a2kd forallxE V. 
i=O 
They have shown that the connected graph r has dimension d if A(r) contains a subgroup 
with finitely many orbits which is isomorphic to 7Ld. By Lemma 5.4(a) and with a 1 = 1, a 
strip r has dimension 1. Thus Godsil and McKay proved independently that the group 
of a strip contains no subgroup isomorphic to 7L 2 • 
Another necessary condition for r to be a strip deals with the structure of the 
automorphism group. First we state a general result. 
DEFINITION. For any graph r write N(r) = {v E A(r): there exist dv such that 
d(x, v(x))~dvforallxE V}. 
LEMMA 5.9. For any graph r, the set N(r) is a normal subgroup of A(r). 
PROOF. Let p,,vEN(r). For any xEV, we have d(x,p,v(x))~d(x,v(x))+d(v(x), 
p,v(x))~ dv +d,.,_. Hence N(r) is a group. If lT E A(r) and v E N(r), then d(x, lTVlT- 1(x)) = 
d(£T- 1(x), VlT- 1 (x))~dv for all xE V. So N(r) is normal in A(r). 
THEOREM 5.1 0. Let .l" be a strip. Let C be a fragment of .l". Then 
(a) N(.l") contains all automorphisms of infinite order. 
(b) If lT E A(.l"), then lT E N(.l") if and only if C n lT[ C] and C n lT[ C] are fragments while 
C n lT[ C] and C n lT[ C] are not fragments. 
(c) If lT E N ( .l") and lT has finite order, then either 
(1) £T[ilC] = ac, or 
(2) lT[ilC] meets both C and C, 
and so d(aC, lT[ilC]) ~ diam a c. 
(d) There exists a number n0 such that if lT E A(.l") and lT has finite order, then lT E N(.l") if 
and only if d(x, lT(x))~ n0 for all x E V. 
(e) The index of N(.l") in A(.l") is at most 2. 
(f) There exists a finite upper bound for the orders of the automorphisms of .l" having finite 
order. 
PROOF. (a) If lT E A(.l") has infinite order, then by Theorem 5.6, lT has finitely many 
orbits Ot. ... , Om· For each i = 1, ... , m, there exists d; such that d(x, lT(x)) = d; for all 
x E Q;. Letting da = max{dt,. ~., dm} proves the assertion. 
(b) By Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 5.3 exactly one pair (of these two pairs) of intersec-
tions of fragments are themselves fragments. If C n £T[ C] is a fragment and n E 7L+, we 
may pick a vertex x E C n lT[ C] such that d(x, a C)> n. Since £T- 1(x) E C, every path joining 
lT- 1(x) to x must pass through aC. Hence 
d(x, £T- 1(x));;;. d(x, aC) +d(aC, q-- 1(x))> n. 
Thus lT- 1 e N(.l"). Since N(.l") is a group, £Te N(.l"). 
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Conversely, if CJ E A(1:)\N(1:), then CJ has finite order by part (a) above. Let S denote 
a finite set fixed by (J and let T = Uj"'jo \-j(S), where j 0 is chosen sufficiently large that 
1:\ T has two infinite components A and B. Since CJ fixes T, either CJ fixes A and B or it 
interchanges them. By Lemma 5.3 exactly one of An C and B n C is infinite. Hence 
C n a[ C] is a fragment if and only if CJ[A] =A, which we assume to hold. Since CJ e N(1:), 
there is a sequence {xi: i E z+} of vertices in Au B such that d(xi, CJ(xi))> i for all i E z+. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that an infinite subsequence lies in A. But 
d(x, a(x)),;; n2 for all x E A, where the constant n2 is specified by Lemma 5.4(b). Hence 
C n a[ C] is not a fragment. 
(c) Let CJE N(1:) and suppose CJ[&C]¥&C. If CJ[&C]c Cu&C, then Cc CJ[C] by part 
(b) above. It follows that CJ has infinite order. The argument is symmetrical if a[&C] c 
Cu&C. 
(d) By Corollary 5.7 we may pick¢ E A(1:) such that¢[ C u &C] <:;C. Let R = C\¢[C]. 
Arbitrarily choose CJ E N(1:) of finite order and choose x E V. By equation (5.2), x E ¢k[R] 
for some kE.Z. By relationship (5.1) and part (c) above, we have 
d(x, a(x)),;; d(x, <Pk[&C]) +diam <Pk[&C] 
+d(¢k[aC], CJ</Jk[&C])+diam CJ</Jk[aC] 
+d(a¢k[&C], CJ(x)) 
,;; 2(diam R + 1) +3 diam &C. 
Notice that this upper bound is independent of both x and CJ. The converse statement is 
immediate from the definition of N(1:). 
(e) Let a~> CJ2 E A(1:)\N(1:). By part (b) above, C n a 1[C] and C n CJ2[C] are fragments. 
They are disjoint from the fragment C, and so D = C n a 1[ C] n a2[ C] is infinite and is 
thus a fragment. Now DnCJ2 CJ 1[C]=(CnCJ1[C])nCJ2[CnCJ1[C]] is finite because Cn 
CJ1[ C] is finite. Hence D n CJ2 CJ1[ C] is infinite and is contained in C n CJ2 CJ1[ C], which 
therefore must be a fragment. It follows by part (b) that a 2 CJ1 E N(1:) as required. 
(f) If n0 is the constant given by part (d) above and if n1 is given by Lemma 5.4(a), 
then the cardinalities of the orbits of automorphisms in N(1:) of finite order are bounded 
by n = n~". Hence n! is an upper bound for the orders of these automorphisms. If 
CJEA(1:)\N(1:), then CJ has finite order by part (a) and CJ2 E N(1:) by part (e), giving 2n! 
as a uniform upper bound for the orders of automorphisms of finite order. 
ExAMPLES. The cartesian product of a two-way infinite path with the complete graph 
Km is a strip 1: with N(1:) = .Z X Sm where Sm denotes the symmetric group on m letters. 
If 1: denotes instead the lexicographic product of these two graphs, then N(1:) is 
uncountable. In both cases, N(1:) has index 2 in A(1:). On the other hand, if 1: denotes 
the strip in Figure 1, then A(1:) = N(1:) and is uncountable. 
We use the following lemma to prove sufficient conditions for r to be a strip. 
LEMMA 5.11. Let r be a connected infinite graph which is vertex-transitive or locally 
finite. If A(r) contains an element with finitely many orbits, then r\S has at most two infinite 
components for any finite set S <:; V. 
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PROOF. Let u E A( T) have finitely many orbits, and suppose that T\S has at least 
three infinite components for some finite set S s V. We may let A, B, C be disjoint infinite 
subsets of V such that a Au aB u aC s S. If r is vertex-transitive, we may assume by 
Theorem 4.3 that A, B, C are fragments. In this case it follows from Proposition 4.1, that 
the sets Au aA, B u aB and C u aC have infinite diameter. 
In either case there exists a finite connected set T s V such that S s T and T contains 
an element from each orbit of u. Now A contains a vertex x such that d(x, T)>diam T. 
By construction, x = ui(t) for some t E T and some i E z. Hence ui[T] sA\ T. We note 
that ui also has finitely many orbits. 
For some a E A( r) with finitely many orbits, suppose that a [Au T] s A\ T. Since T is 
connected, it lies wholly within some component of F\a[T], and so Tis disjoint from 
either a[B] or a[C]; let us suppose that T is disjoint from a[B]. Since a[Tu B] is 
connected, a[B] sA. Thus B n ak[B] = 0 for all k > 0 and hence for all k ¥0. This 
implies that no two vertices of B belong to the same orbit of a, a contradiction. 
Therefore ui[ A] meets T. Since T is connected and T n ut T] = 0, we have T s ui[ A]. 
Since B u CuT is connected, B u C u Ts u;[A]. By arguments similar to those above, 
Au BuTs ui[B] for somej E Z. Thus Au Ts ui[B] s ui+i[A], contrary to the argument 
in the previous paragraph. 
THEOREM 5.12. Let r be a connected, infinite, vertex-transitive graph with Koo(T) < 00. 
If either 
(a) A(T) contains an element with finite many orbits, or 
(b) F\S has at most two infinite components for any finite S c V, then r is a strip. 
PROOF. By the preceding lemma, (a) implies (b). By hypothesis, T contains a fragment 
C. By Proposition 4.1 there exists if> E A(T) such that if>[ C u ilC] s C. Writing S = aC u 
ifJ[ilC], we see that T\S has two infinite components, one contained in C and the other 
contained in C. Let F = C\1>[ C u aC]. Since aF s S, condition (b) yields that F is finite. 
Hence r is a strip by definition. 
REMARK. Without the assumption of vertex-transitivity in the above theorem, the 
implication fails. The graph r in the following example has Kcc(T) < oo and satisfies both 
(a) and (b), but is not locally finite. By Lemma 5.3, r is not a strip. Let r have vertex set 
{a;: i E Z}u{b;: i E Z}u{u0 , u1} and all edges of the forrns {a;,a;+ 1}, {b;, bi+ 1}, {a;, ui}, {b;, uJ. 
Let u(a;) = b;, u(b;) = a;+~o and u[uJ = u1_i. Clearly u has exactly two orbits. 
THEOREM 5.13. A necessary and sufficient condition for an infinite connected graph r 
to be a strip is that r be locally finite and A(T) contain an automorphism with finitely many 
orbits. 
PROOF. The necessity of the condition follows from Lemma 5.3, equation (5.2), and 
Theorem 5.6. 
To prove sufficiency, let r be an infinite, connected, locally finite graph, and let u E A(T) 
have only finitely many orbits. Since r is infinite, some orbit Q of u is infinite. For any 
X E Q, the infinite set { ui(x): i E z+} is mapped properly into itself by u. Since Tis locally 
finite, Lemma 2.4 yields that all orbits of u must be infinite. 
To show Koo(T) < oo we pick a finite subset T of V containing a vertex from each orbit 
of u. Since each orbit of u is infinite, for any x E V there are only finitely many i E Z 
such that ui(x)E TuaT. There exists some i0 EZ such that ui[T]ri(TuaT)= 0 for all 
i~i0• Hence, if i~i0 and j,;;;O, then ui-i[T]n(TuiJT)=0, which is equivalent 
to ui[T]nui[TuilT]= 0. We infer that the two infinite sets A=U·~· ui[T] and 
,,_ ro 
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B = ui<O ui[T] are separated by the finite set u:o:/ ui[T]. Hence Kro(F) <oo. Moreover 
u~[AuaA]s;;A. 
By Lemma 5.11, condition (b) in Theorem 5.12 holds. The argument in the proof of 
Theorem 5.12 with C replaced by A and 4> by u;o yields that r is a strip. 
In [1] it was shown that if Il is an infinite, connected, locally finite graph, and if A(r) 
contains a torsion group with finitely many orbits, then Kro(F) = oo. Cayley graphs were 
constructed of infinite, finitely generated, transitive torsion groups discovered by Novikov 
and Adjan [9] in order to show that this result holds non-vacuously. One is led to believe 
that other, less restrictive and less unusual conditions for a distinguished subgroup of 
A(T) might have a similar effect upon Kro(F). We show presently that such a condition 
is that A( F) contain a transitive abelian subgroup. It is of course known that A(F) itself 
cannot be both transitive and abelian unless it is an elementary abelian 2-group ( cf. lmrich 
[ 4]). However, it is not uncommon for such a group to be a proper subgroup of A( F). 
It is a standard group-theoretical result that every transitive abelian group G is regular, 
i.e., given any two points x and y in the set upon which G acts, there exists a unique 
element u E G such that u(x) = y. It is also standard that if A( F) contains a regular 
subgroup, then r is a Cayley graph (cf. [10]), and in this case, r need not be locally 
finite. Thus any Cayley graph of any infinite abelian group fulfils the hypothesis of the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.14. Let r be an infinite connected graph and suppose that A(T) contains a 
transitive abelian subgroup G. Then either 
(a) Kro(r) = oo, or 
(b) r is a strip. In this case G ::= 7L x T where T is finite. 
PROOF. Let us assume that Kco(F)<oo. 
Case 1: F\S has at most two infinite components for any finite setS. By Theorem 5.12, 
r is a strip. Hence by Lemma 5.3, r is locally finite, which means, since r is a Cayley 
graph of G, that G is finitely generated. Since G is infinite and abelian, it is not a torsion 
group. Hence by Theorem 5.8, G has the form Z x T, where Tis finite since it is a finitely 
generated abelian torsion group. 
Case 2: F\S has at least three infinite components for some finite set S. We show that 
this case cannot occur. 
Since G is transitive, we may by Theorem 4.3 let A, B, C denote three disjoint fragments 
of r. By Proposition 4.1, there exist a, (3, y E G such that a [Au a A]<;;; A, (3[ B u a B] <;;; B 
and y[ C u aC] s;; C. Let S =a Au aB u a c. By Lemma 3.2 there exists i E z+ such that 
d(aA, a;[S])> diam(S). Hence a;[S]c A while aA is contained in some component of 
F\a;[S]. This implies a;[B]c A or a;[C]c A. 
Similarly, there exist j, k E z+ such that 
and 
yk[A]c Cor yk[B]c C. 
We assume without loss of generality that a;[B]c A. By the commutativity of G, 
(3jai[B] = ai(3j[B] c a;[B] cA. 
But (3jatBJc (3j[A], which implies that An(3j[A] is non-empty, and so (3j[A]~ B. Thus 
(3j[ C] c B. The same argument with a cyclical permutation of the symbols A, B, C yields 
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while 
,Bj'lai[B]c ,Bjyk[A]c ,Bj[C]c B, 
contrary to the commutativity of G. 
REMARKS. If 1: is the cartesian product of a two-way infinite path with a circuit of 
length m, then 1: is a strip and A(l:) contains the transitive abelian subgroup G = 7L x1Lm. 
In this case G .s N(l:) == 7L x Dm. If r is the n-dimensional cubic lattice graph for n:;;. 2, 
then Kce(F) = oo, while A( F) contains the transitive abelian group 7L". 
The condition 'transitive abelian' in Theorem 5.14 may not be generalized to 'regular'. 
In [7], the authors have characterized infinite graphs r with A( F) regular and Kco(F) = 1. 
These graphs are in general 'many-ended'. 
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